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PREFACE 
When the writer accepted the position of Personnel 
Manager for the Frank M. Wilson Company, Inc., a study was 
1 
being conducted in the possible saving of time, money and materials 
by utilizing new and untried box cars recently introduced by many 
of the railroad companies. 
A few manufacturing companies and a number of railroads 
had been experimenting with various types of "specialized" box 
cars and equipment for about· two years. The Pullman Company 
had just introduced their new ucompartmentizer Car" and the 
Western Pacific Railroad Company had placed an order for the 
first 20 cars. (Another 20 such cars were ordered by Western 
Pacific as this study closed.) The General American-Evans GAEX 
Damage-Free box cars had received the most publicity of the new 
type cars and the GAEX-DF was relatively obtainable. 
Decisions were made by the Wilson Company Sales and 
Shipping Departments to test these new cars with respect to the 
handling 'of canned goods. The extremely competitive location of 
the Wilson Company on the lines of the three major western rail-
roads provided the opportunity to secure and utilize these. new but 
scarce box cars. 
The writer's interest in transportation economics and its 
problems coupled with his position in the hierarchy of the Wilson 
Company management gave him both the interest and the opportunity 
to watch the progress of these various tests and to determine first-
hand the value of this new equipment. 
~---~---
Records were kept of the carloads ~hipped out, letters 
were sent to the shipment reciph1nt, and their answers were for-
warded to all the major railroads telling their management of the 
results achieved by this new equipment . 
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. The writer then used these letters and records, along 
with personal observations and personal correspondence with the 
equipment manufacturers and railroad users, to compile the follow-
ing thesis on the economics of specialized equipment as utilized by 
American business and progressive railroad companies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
One of the most perplexing problems facing the traffic 
department of the Frank M. Wilson Company, Inc. is the consis-
tent complaints of damage to goods that arrive much jolted at distant 
destinations. 
As goods are loaded as carefully as possible and with 
utmost effort to prevent damage from point of origination, it might 
appe3;r at first glance to be beyond the shipper's ability to protect 
the goods during the long haul. The purpose of this thesis is to 
show how one company, the Frank M. Wilson Company, Inc. of 
Stockton, California practically eliminates this damage through use 
of recently available specialized equipme.nt. 
Importance .£!.. the Problem 
During the 1950 season, 1, 300,000 cases of canned 
goods were shipped by the Wilson Company to destinations all over 
the United States and Canada. In 1951, 1, 600,000 cases of canned 
goods were shipped. For 1952, the quantity was 1, 225,225 cases. 
Estimates for the 1953 season put the quantity back to 1, 300, 000 
cases.* 
A carload will contain from 1, 200 cases up to over a,OOO 
cases. If we average these figures, an average carload would 
contain 1, 600 cases. In a year such as 1951, the number of carloads 
*Based on · figures provided by Robert J. House, Production Manager 
of the Wilson Company. 
~~~------
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would amount to 1, 000 cars. The national average of freight claims 
paid out for damaged canned goods is about $15.00 per car.* If 
all the Company• s shipments wer.e made by rail, the value of lost 
goods would amount to $15, 000 per year. 
In addition to the cost of this damage, there is also a 
loss through the ill-will caused between shipper and the transporta-
tion company; between transporter and consignee; and between the 
shipper and consignee. Even more friction results when the shipper 
and the consignor are separate parties. This ill-will can, and 
sometimes does, result in losses far outweighting the dollar and 
cents damage claims. 
Innovations in Claim Reduction 
Today, almost every shipper and certainly every trans-
porter of goods is constantly searching for and developing new 
methods to reduce wasteful, costly, and usually unnecessary damage. 
Almost every railroad has experimented in specially equipped box 
cars of one type or another. Steel reinforced and steel covered 
box cars with extra thick accordian-like wrinkled ends to prevent 
buckling, Duryea underframes, and Chrysler or other roller bearing 
trucks are accepted by most manufacturers as the most rigidly con-
structed common type box car designed today. But the common 
type car, devoid of special accessories, is not the most suitable 
carrier for every cargo. 
*Letter by John Gourley, Traffic Manager for the Wilson Company, 
dated November 26, 1952, sent out to all railroads prais.ing the 
GAEX-DF car to railroad management. 
---- ---
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Realizing this limitation, most manufacturers of railroad 
equipment and most railroads have developed special equipment to 
handle special, specific loads. Aside from the standard refrig-
erator cars, open top cars, flat tops, sand and gravel carriers, 
cattle cars, tank cars, etc., the ordinary work-horse box car is 
undergoing many improvements through widening, lowering, andor 
lengthening of its basic design and insulating and special paneling of 
the s.ides, ceiling, and floors of the interior. 
In discussing his own railroad's research, Mr. E~ Rigg, 
Vice-President in charge of freight traffic for the Chicago, Rock Island, 
and Pacific Railroad wrote: 
"· .•.• we have 10 box cars equippe.d with PD 
(perforated decks) and the special equip-
ment in these cars ls along the same lines 
as the equipment in the DF (damage-free) 
cars, except in the PD cars the perforations 
.on the side walls of the cars are much 
closer together and permit for closer brae-
ing than in the DF cars. These cars are · 
largely being used in transportation of 
auto parts, glass and other commodities 
highly susceptible to damage."* 
Mr. H. L. Schaeffer, Cheif Traffic Officer for the Missouri 
Pacific Lines writes: 
"The Missouri Pacific is a progressive 
railroad as we are always on the lookout 
for new ideas. The Missouri Pacific has 
constructed 1800 special merchandise cars 
for the h.andling of less-carload traffic 
on its system lines and the T&P; for sev-
eral years we have experimented with 
"Speedboxes 11 for the transportation of 
less-carload traffic. In the car-load 
field we a.re one of the few lines that 
owns large capicity well-type equipment 
*Letter dated July 29, 1952; File: ER-lll654. 
for the transportation of heavy items sue h 
as transformers; we own a considerable 
number of damage free and permanent deck 
cars, which as you know, are cars equipped 
with cross members that can be locked in 
place against ladings to minimize damage. 
We have also equipped a substantial number 
of cars with the new type nailable steel 
flooring."* 
Mr. W. T. Burns, Vice-President for traffic for the 
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Union Pacific Railroad Company mentions their use of the Evans DF 
loader and their own Union Pacific slotted side cars and bar sep-
arators. Mr. Burns writes: 
"We have advocated the installation of 
permanent anchor plates in box cars which 
permits the unitizing of loads with bulk-
heads supported by anchored steel strapping. 
"These permanent anchor plates are being 
installed in all of our new cars and those 
that a .re being reconditioned. We feel that 
th~ installation provides the means by which 
shippers can divide loads in two to five 
units without applying other permanent 
equipment whiCh would make the cars unfit 
for the transportation of bulk and sacked 
commodities. u** 
Mr. Leo E. Clarahan, Vice-President for traffic for 
the Wabash Railroad Company writes: 
11 We started out several years ago with our 
own variation of the perforated side wall 
car as it best fitted into the needs of 
one of the larger automobile companies. 
That progressed and later cars were worked 
out with the Evans Company and later again 
with the General American-Evans Company. 
In addition to that we have under lease, 
as I recall it, about 2 7 of the GAEX cars, 
*Letter dated August 8, 1952; File: B-7169. 
**Letter dated August 5, 1952; File: A-36-119-53. 
and all told we have some several hundred 
of the nnFn type cars."* 
At the bottom of his letter, Mr.. Clarahan penned that 
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Wabash has 537 DF cars of 4Q foot length, 243 DF cars of 50 foot 
length, and 25 leased cars for a total of 805 DF cars. He also 
adds that nearest to Wabash in ownership of DF cars is the M i ssouri 
Pacific which owns 278 such cars; 60 of them are 40 foot and 218 
are 50 foot long.# 
These DF cars are, except in the case of the GAEX-DF 
car, regularly constructed box cars with the DF equipment installed 
later. This DF equipment is manufactured by the Evans Products 
Company at Plymouth, Michigan, and costs $1800. The equipment 
consists of perforated side-angle bars that are fitted to the insides 
of the box car. Various types of ties and platforms can then be 
inserted and locked in these angle-iron perforations. These ties 
or bulkheads can be moved back and forth insuring a snug fit and 
securing the load in almost any position. 
The DF equipped car has proven its value to the Frank 
M . Wilson Company. Other companies are experimenting with other 
types of specially equipped cars. Some of these other cars can be 
*Letter dated July 28,1952; File: A-279 (DF). 
#General American-Evans publish a report showing how many cars 
they have leased and where these cars are located. I wrote for 
a copy of this report but it was not sent to me. However, from 
letters to the individual railroads, I find that Frisco Lines have 
50 DF equipped cars {No. 17000 to 17049); St. Louis Southwestern 
owns 50; Burlington lines has 50; Rock Island has leased 25; and 
Gulf, Mobile and Ohio has 100 which they report as most satisfac-
tory from both a revenue standpoint and claim reduction. Ben 
Coleman, Presid!lnt of the General American-Evans Company re-
ported in a press conference at Washington, D. C., on January 30, 
1951, that 14 roads had leased a total of 360 GAEX-DF cars to date. 
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used advantageously in the movement of canned goods, others can-
not. Some of these latter designs may evolve into equipment that 
is ideally suited for canned goods shipments. Railroads should not 
maintain a wait-and-see attitude. The modernization of the rail-
roads require the acquirement of that equipment most desired by 
the shippers of each individual railroad. 
Method of Approach 
The method followed in the approach to this problem 
was to talk with and correspond with railroad companies, manu-
facutrers of railr.oad equipment, and consignors of Wilson Company 
merchandise. The writer has full access to the Frank M. Wilson 
Traffic Department files and watched the warehouse department 
loading crews load and brace various loads. Mr. John Gourley, 
Traffic Manager, · is actively working on this problem and has many 
letters of interest concerning different aspects of the problem. 
Copies of some of his correspondence are included in later chapters 
of this thesis. The methods used by the Traffic Department to 
discover what damage occurs in specific loads and the ~parent 
causes of this damage will be touched upon. A description of the 
equipment considered most desirable from the standpoint of the 
Wilson Company will be discussed and the equipment most used will 
be considered. 
In the approach to this problem of decreasing and pre-
venting damage to goods in transit, it was discovered that something 
can be and is being done successfully. It will not be the last effort 
made by the Traffic Department to cut out damages but it is a long 
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step in the right direction. The almost negligible amount of damage 
remaining can be classed as inherent in the movement Of goods. 
The problem was out-lined, approached, studied, and, barring 
equipmant shortages for the next few years, the problem has 
virtually been solved. 
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THE COMPANY 
Background 
The Frank M. Wilson Company was formed in 19 3 0. 
The present plant at Stockton, California was purchase d ln 1940. 
The Wilson Company is one of Stockton's largest canneries and is 
the most deversified. The canning season begins in late March 
with spinach greens. The season continues without breaks with 
asparagus, peas, apricots, peaches, fruit cocktail, tomatoes and 
tomato products, pumpkin, and finally ends in November with 
mustard and turnip greens. 
Transportation Facilities 
The Frank M. Wilson Company has a spur track with 
two sets of tracks serviced by the Stockton Terminal and Eastern 
Railroad which in turn joins the Western Pacific, the Southern 
Pacific, and the California Traction Company. The California 
Traction connects with the Santa Fe Railway Company. 
A few years ago the Company ceased maintaining its 
own fleet of trucks and began relying on the Linderman Brothers 
Trucking Company and other common carriers along with the many 
trucks operated by the fruit and vegetable growers themselves. 
All of the raw products arrive at the cannery by truck and about 
fifty percent of the canned goods are shipped by truck. Another 
ten percent is transported by truck a short distance to the Port of 
Stockton. The Company maintains a few trucks for short haul and 
emergency needs. 
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About ten percent of the canned g.oods shipped are 
handled by the Port of Stockton located about two miles from the 
cannery. This is an inland port with a system of rivers and 
canals about 100 miles from the ocean and offers an inexpensive 
means of transpo.rting goods to cities along the eastern, western, 
and southern coasts of the United States. Much of the finis.hed 
product is stored at the Port during canning seasons for re-ship-
ment later because of limited storage facilities at the Company 
which become crowded during peak canning seasons. 
This leaves forty percent of the canned goods to be 
moved by rail. It is the damage to this forty percent with which 
this paper will be concerned. 
~ Car Loaq.<itrg Proceedure 
The loading crew of the WHson Company is a special-
ized crew. Their sole responsibility is the effecient and compact 
loading of box cars. Odus Reed, section foreman of this crew, 
knows by experience just how many cases of various sizes are 
required to fill any size box car. The routine of years of loading 
box cars pays off with the ease and speed with which a box car 
can now be loaded and braced. 
Cases are stacked with the long sides of the cases 
side by side, end to end, or varying .so as to get a firm fit within 
the box car. A few inches ugive'', or room to slide, is sufficient 
over a long haul to cause considerable damage to canned goods, 
especially where much switching is performed. The loaded cases 
must fit snug both to the ends of the box cars and to the sides of 
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the cars. Otherwise, at a switching terminal where a high-balled 
car shoots down its designated track and crashes into the dozen 
or so stationary cars that will pull it to its next terminal, the 
cases each and every one will slide along the floor of the box 
car and crush into the box car end. The first sustains the impact 
of all t he other cases. At the next switching terminal the car 
may be speeded the opposite direction with all the cases this time 
rushing to the other end of the car. After each "hump" the damage 
potential incr·eases. (The stopping of this slippage is one of the 
ways the Wilson Company limited its damage as will be shown. in a 
later chapter.) 
The head of the loading crew will consult his shipping 
orders and then determine how high the stacks are to be. Layers 
of cased goods are stacked in the box car end to the desired 
height. Successions of tiers are built adjoining the first unitl 
each end of the car is loaded. Sometimes, when one car load 
consists of many orders of different goods or quality of goods, 
the orders may be stacked in layers along the floor. Thus, cus-
tomer A's order may be the top two layers, customer B has the 
second two layers, and customer C has the lower layers. If cus-
tomer A orders fruit cocktail, customer B orders asparagus, and 
customer C wants pumpkin, the pumpkin is spread evenly along the 
floor and braced in place, lines drawn or markers or dividers in-
serted, and asparagus is stacked on top of the pumpkin also as 
evenly as possible, etc. In this way, when the fruit cocktail is 
removed, there will be less chance for the remaining load to shift. 
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During this type of loading proceedure where one laye:r· of goods 
becomes a floor for the next layer, boards or other material pro-
vide a path for the crew to walk over as continued and sustained 
tramping directly on the cases can cause damage. 
If these orders were stacked in three different piles 
of equal height, the car would reach its first destination compar-
atively safe. After customer A removed his part, the entire load 
would have to be re-stacked or the dunnage material moved for-
ward to protect the remainder of the load. Either of these methods 
are time consuming and definitely unwelcomed by customer A. 
Both are eliminated by the use of newer and more specialized 
equipment recently placed on the market and now available to the 
Wilson Company. 
After the cars are fully loaded, bracing materials are 
inserted in various ·places and positions in an effort to cut out 
any internal movements that might later develop within the car. 
This lumber dunnage, nails, etc., can be costly within itself not 
including the time required by skilled and semi -skilled laborers to 
hammer.- it in place. 
Once on the road, a normal box car is subject to 
bending in the middle or bulging at the sides when it is humped. 
While the car is in motion it is subject to swaying from side to 
side and to vibrations that may develop into constant and severe 
beating rhythms. When these things happen, the dunnage material 
may be torn away and the load then breaks loose. From here on 
the shipment may undergo severe damage. 
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One serious limitation to the equipment discussed in 
the following chapters is the real danger of canned goods freezing 
when they are sent to or must be routed through fre.ezing climates. 
In such circumstances, the :Wilson Company continues to use the 
smaller, more difficult to load refrigerator cars. 
Specialized Equipment 
The Frank M. Wil:;on Company is a progressive com-
pany always on the lookout to save in its operating costs or to 
increase its service to its customers. Its management feels that 
it is capable of· :and therefore should lead in the search for and 
utilization of equipment placed at the service of shippers. When 
new equipment is pure hased or leased by the railroads, it will 
be that equipment which is most used and therefore returns the 
most revenue. 
Because the Wilson Company is a western company 
shipping much of its goods to eastern destinations, . more or less 
against the bulk of traffic which is being shipped west, it can 
request specially equipped box cars with a reasonable assurance 
of receiving them, regardless of how few there are in service·. 
Many empty box cars travel east toward the factories whereas few 
are allowed to travel west. 
It is therefore logical for the railroads interested in 
determining which are their more popular pieces of equipment to 
watch the companies who have more of a choice as to. the equip-. 
ment they will use. 
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.A specialized piece of equipment is one which can do 
work of a specialized nature because of inherent shape or differ-
ences of shape or because of additional structures that come with 
or can be added to this equipment. Specialized equipment is con-
structed to fill a particular need. In rdering to railroad equip-
ment, a specially equipped box car might be so versatile that it 
can be adapted to handle bulk grain and fresh pastry with equal 
ease and satisfaction. In an example. such as this, while the box 
car was set up to handle bulk grain it could be classified as non-
specialized since regular box cars can perform this service 
equally well--providing, of course, that the specialized car does 
not in some way handle the bulk grain better than the regular car. 
Then, when the car was set up to carry Boston cream pies, it 
would be classed as specialized. This is because the regular 
box car is not normally satisfactory for handling pastry. Thus, 
a specially equipped box car is one that carries additional equip-
ment or structure setting it apart from the common box car which 
permits it to perform particular feats or special services which 
the common car cannot do. 
There have been many specially equipped box cars in-
t:roduced since World War II and the next few years will undoubtedly 
bring -newer equipment and improvements on the older. However, 
today's goods must be carried by equipment that is available today 
so discussion will be limited to equipment already in operation. 
Tomorrow's improvements must wait until tomorrow before a study 
can be made of their merits. 
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M:1ny railroads a re not located in canning areas or near 
similar industries and therefore are not as interested in serving 
this particular type of shipper as railroad companies which are so 
located. Ordinarily, special equipped box cars for handling can-
ned goods cartons of the Far West are not necessary for handling 
the agricultural products of the M id-West. Likewise, other rail-
road companies may not be in a financial position to purchase new 
and specialized equipment, especially if they do not have enough 
of these special shippers to warrant such an investment at this 
time. They must wait until equipment i s more readily available 
and has proven itself before they will undertake the financing of 
such equipment for their own roads. 
There are available at this time two types of specially 
equipped box cars developed for the carton goods shipper. One 
type is very new and owned by only one - railroad company as yet 
while the other type is not quite as new but ownership is more 
widespread. Both types are great improvements over the standard 
box car for handling canned goods. This specialized equipment 
virtually does away with damages. Such equipment indicates the 
direction in which railroads may turn to recapture some of their 
business lost to the trucking companies. 
' 
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l. THE WESTERN PACIFIC COMPARTMENTIZER BOX CAR 
A. Description 
T h e Western Pacific Railroad Company and the Pullman-
Standard Car Manufacturing Company have very recently placed into 
operation forty 11 Compartmentizer Equipped" box cars# t h at h ave 
proved ideally suited to the _ movement of canned goods. Th e cars 
are new but regularly constructed common box cars with the special 
compartmentizer equipment installed. They can be identified by their 
outer paint--silver box cars with a huge ·orange feather (Fig. 1 ). 
B. Special Equipment . 
This special equipment of the Compartmentizer consists of 
eight str ips i the inlaid punched steel strips and two sets of movable 
steel gates that can be locked in these steel strips at three-inch intervals 
throughout the car. 
The steel strips are about four inches wide and run the 
length of the car, excepting the doors. These strips are perforated 
every t h ree inches with rectangular holes wherein fit the gate lock 
bars which brace the huge steel gates. There are two strips of 
this steel in the center of · the car on the floor, another two strips 
at the top center, and two strips on either side, one at the bottom 
of the wall and the other about midway up the side. Five of these 
#A locomotive blew up in one of the Northern California tunnels August, 
19 51, and the resulting fire destroyed one of the first cars. There are 
only 39 such cars now in, or about to be placed in operation. 
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strips can be seen in Figure 2, two at the top, . two at the bottom, 
and o n e along the side. 
The four steel gates are about four inches thick. The 
edges are all steel and a ·heavy steel . screen covers both sides of 
the door inclosing further steel bracing (Fig. 3). # 
C. Operation 
The eight square boxes shown on the face of these gates 
each contro1 one of the rods that lock into the steel strip supports. The 
two lower box.es at the side of the car house the mechanism for lock ing 
the gates to the bottom of the sides of the car., the higher side boxes for 
the center of the sides, the lower center boxes for the bottom, and the 
upper center boxes house the bars and mechanism for locking the 
top of the gate. There is a button on each box that, when pressed, 
will release the door of the box which is then lifted to expose the 
release locks for tops and bottoms of the gates. The top bars are 
released by pulling out a clip that is holding the bar in position. 
The bar falls down enough to disingage at the top. The bottom bars 
are lifted . and secured to hooks that are provided. The side bars 
are slid t oward the center of the car. The car always arrives and 
#Figure 3 does not give an accurate picture .of the ceiling or floor 
supports and is included to picture the gates and lock boxes only. This 
picture is probably of the experimental model. Fig. 2 is more repre-
sentative of the evolved design. Each group of 10 cars, although 
basically the same, differ somewhat in equipment design or structure 
for testing purposes. 
F ig. 1. T h e Western Pacific 1s 
Comp artm entizer Equipped Box 
car by Pullman·- Standard. 
Fig. 3. Gate Facings with 
lock boxes and how they 
inclose compartments. 
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Fig. 2. Showing the steel 
gates and angle-irons which 
support these gates. 
F ig. 4 . Shows gates locked 
to cover lading that does not 
stack evenly. 
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leaves with the gates in a locked position. This is recommended by 
Western Pacific. The gates are held in a swinging position by double 
sets of rollers at the top. They can be rolled to either end of the 
car. When the car is being loaded or unloaded, the gates can be 
opened wide and locked flush with the sides of the car. 
It is recommended that, when a straight carload is loaded, 
the car be divided into three reasonably equal divisions. This will 
eliminate the weight mass force that causes crushing of the packages 
and damage to their contents. Shippers can have partial loads dropped 
of at destinations en route and still take advantage of the carload rate. 
If less-carload cars are involved, · the location of lading for the vari-
ous destinations will govern the location of the gates. The car can 
be divided: -_ into t h ree different compartments, which is sufficient for 
almost all the loads shipped by the Wilson Company. The first sec-
tion to be unloaded is, of course, placed in the center of the car 
between the two sets of gates. The merchandise behind either gate 
can be protected from pilferage by applying one seal to any one of 
the locking bars on each gate. 
The load is to end, as nearly as possible, flush with one of 
the perforations so the gate will close snug to the lading. If this is im-
possible, .one- or two-inch boards may be inserted between the gate and 
the loading. Should the load be of such shape or size that it will not come 
out even with the two gates, the gates can be locked in an offset position 
as shown in Figure 4. 
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Another value of the Compartmentizer is the ease with which 
t he l oad can be braced and sustained so that the goods arrive at their 
destination in almost the same shape and condition as when they leave. · 
This bracing is done quickly and economically.# T h e warehouse load-
ing crew estimated that two men could save between sixty and ninty 
minutes per carload by using the Gompartmentizer. 
D. Manner Discovered 
Western Pacific Railroad Company has installed the Com-
partmentizer equipment in only 40## box cars c;tlthough more are scheduled 
to be so equipped. Because there are so few of these cars and due to the 
fact that t h ey are new, all companies are interested in experimenting 
with them. 
Western Pacific shifted these cars around on their lines so 
that every major city had one . open for insp ection and shippers were 
invited to look them over. When the first one came to Stockton, the 
Traffic Manager of the Frank M. Wilson Company, M r . John Gourley, 
drove down to inspect it. The Compartmentizer car s eeme.d well adapted 
for the movement of canned goods so Mr. Gourley ordered some. 
Because the Wilson Company is located near and can ship 
goods via either of the three largest western railroads, Western Pacific, 
#Western Pacific estimates that a s high as $40 per car can be saved in 
blocking and strapping material and time. 
##When this project was begun, only 20 Compartmentizer cars were in 
1alXistance. At the completion of the first draft, 28 such cars were in 
use. They are as much in demand, if not more, as ever. 
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Southern Pacific, and Santa Fe, without such goods crossing the lines of 
either of the other railroads, it commands the respect and attention of 
all three. If the Company had access to only one of these lines, its 
bargaining 'position would be considerably lower. 
It . was agreed that the Wilson Company should use four of 
these cars at the start and if they proved satisfactory, other such cars 
would be assigned whenev e r they became available.# 
The four cars were loaded by the warehouse department and 
shipped to eastern destinations--two direct and two to stop in transit for 
partial unloading. The loading crews are very enthusiastic about these 
cars. T h ey report that the cars are very easy to load and the matter of 
bracing the load is 11 as easy as closing a barn yard gate. " 
E. Results Obtained by the Compartmentizer 
Mr. <Cburley, interested in the condition of the loads upon 
arrival at destinations, wrote letters to each of the consignors . inform-
ing them that a new type of equipment was being used in these ship-
ments and requested that the consignors write back listing the damages 
incurred. 
The replies were very gratifying. The three letters on pages 
23, 24, and 25 are part of this response. All these shippers have greeted 
the introduction of this new equipment with great pleasure because it holds 
the promise of helping to eliminate their damage problems. 
#These cars were shipped in July, 1952, and during the rest of that year 
five more Compartmentizers became available. 
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Whol.esale Food Distributors 
llll East Eight Mile Roa4 
P. 0. Box 83, FerQdale Station 
Dlft'ROI'l'" 20' MICliiGAll 
DETROIT :BRA.ltC:I JAY J. PO'rfS, Manaser 
Frank M. Wilson Ce. 
Waterloo Road 8 Bar41ug Way 
Steeltton, California 
Attn: Mr. John Goarl ey 
Dear Mr. Gourley: 
June 10, 1952 
This with reference to car WP 208o7, the "campaortaeutizer" equippecl 
car which W88 used recently on a step-off between our IutitUtion & 
Restaurant DiT., and. ourselves. This car arrived Yith l.oa4 in 
pertect condition - no cases damaged. 
Prior to the arrival of this car, we called bath the Rft York Central. 
aud tb.e Grand Tru.uk Railroads, and notified them ot this new ttpe car 
put in uae by the Western Pacific R. R .. , the interest shon was to say 
the leut "lremendoas,'' you woul4've 'tb.oqht it vas a photosrapller•s 
hollday the we:r pictures were beiug snappe4. 
Fa:rther·, we have written a letter t o the Freight Cla:la Pre~ution 
Bureau ot the Great Lakes Regional Ad:YisQr7·-Boari., explaif:l.q as beet 
n coal.4 the type ot car and equipment auCL needless to sat · they too 
were TerY mu.eh interested. -
Might we say that first the Western Pacific ra.ilroad is to be caaae'D4e4 
for placing this t;ype of car in use, it ill Teey definitely' a step tor-
ward toward claia prevention, secondly; your good c~any is to be con-
gratulated in your atteJII)t to lower damse iu transit by proper l.oa4i:q 
and uti lization ot the aost moaeru shipping equipment. 
For better shippiug and less clamage. 
Yours very trul.7 1 
LEE & CADY 
E. R. Netty, T. K. 
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SPRAGUE WARIER 
A DIVISION Qli' COBSOLmA'-!ED GROCEBS CORPORATION 
CHICAGO Cable Ad4reaa "Sprque" 
A4clreaa all a1l. 
P. 0. Drawer Z1 Chicago 901 Ill. 
Mr. Job.u Gourley 
Frallk M. Wilson CC11J&lJ1' 1 Iuc. 
waterloo Roa.cl at Bardiug Way 
Stockton, Calitornia 
Dear Mr. Gourley: 
JuDe 241 1952 
Our Nitlet1eth Year 
fte cODditiou at tile 1750 cases ot Spinach uul.oade4 trOll WP 208o8 
yesterky 1a 11011t sratityiq. Bot a caae was "'-&K! 'fb.ese 
c~1itizer cars are 1fOil4er:f'al ad we certai~ he.pe a1V' .are 
are put iuto service throqb.oat the couutry. 
lla"Q" iuterestecl parties iupectea. this cu u.pcm arrival, iDC1114.1q the 
•uu:tacturer, The Pul.lau-sta'lidar4 CaDJ.P&U7• All were :I.Jitpreaae4. 
While it is atm11ar to the tiDuap Free" cars -.uuf'acture4 by the 
General Alaricau Tank ear Corporation, I believe it is av;per1or to it. 
Your cooperation and interest ia appreciatetl. This •thod. ot aAippiDS 
is a step in the risht direction. 
B. Oz1up 
ek 
Sincerely 1 
SPRAGUE WARDJI:R 1 a DiTiaiou at 
COEOLID.A.mD GROCJilRS CORPOBA!nOB 
Robert Oziup 
Jfamapr, 'rratfic D~ 
COPY 
Ro Ho PLAMP COMPAIY 
Incorporated 
Food and. Produce Brokers 
AIR MAIL 
--
Mr .. John Gourley, Traffic Manager 
Fl'I.'Dk ·M .. Wilson Company 
Waterloo Road & Harding Way 
Stockton, California 
Dear John: 
LOUIS~ 2, KBJ1TUCKY 
2ll E. Burnett St .. 
June 17, 1952 
Thank you for your letter of' June 4, adVising that Car 
No .. WP-20818, shipped to Dixie Warehouse and. Steiden 
Store•, was a "Com,partmeutizer Car .. " 
We inspected. this car both at Steicileu Stores ani. Dixie 
Warehouse and are happy to report that there vas not a 
single case damagedo 
Needless to say, this is certainly a wcmd.erful illq)rOYe-
ment over ordinary car loading, as in the past w have 
had anywhere tram 25 to 100 cases damaged in acme west 
coe.st cars .. 
Hope that in the future when more of' these cars became 
available that your organization will be lucky enough to 
secure them more ofteno 
With kindest regards" 
Yours very truly, 
Ro B. PLAMP COMPABY, IIIC., 
By: 
----~~~~~~~--------John L. Duiley 
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When a railroad purchases new box cars and they are shipped 
to destinations off its lines, it may be a long time before that railroad 
has those _cars returned to it. Other lines are interested :j.n experi-
mentiri.g with these cars as they are obliged to furnish shippers on 
their lines with the most suitable equipment. · Mr. E. R.. Oliver, 
Vice-President of Traffic for the Southern Railway System, in writing 
about equipment they are now orderi~g which "takes all of the money 
we can scr-ape up" states: 
"The day may come though when the railroads 
will supply equipment of the character you 
mention under some pooling plan because as 
it is now, if we were to order 50 or 100 of 
these cars, they would not be on our railroad 
within 10 days or 2 weeks." * 
If the Wilson Company is to benefit by the use of these 
compaJ;tmentizer cars, more such cars must be placed in operation. 
Realizing t_his, Mr. Gourley drew up a form letter to be sent to the 
traffic dep<!:rtment heads of .all the major railroads explaining his belie£ 
in the need for such equipment and asking what steps the railroads were 
taking in securing· such specialized equipment. A copy of this letter 
appears on pages 27 to 29. Thirty-one replies were received--almost 
all favorable_. Mr. H. W. Von Wilter, Vice-President of the Er:i,e Rail-
road Company fairly summarizes these answers in his paragraph thus: 
"We have been observing the performance of 
these cars (various specially equipped cars) 
*Letter from Mr. Oliver to Mr. Gourley dated August 5, 1952. A. 
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CALIFORNIA CANNED FRUITS 
AND VEGETABLES 
WATERLOO ROAD 
A T H AR DI NG WAY 
ST OCKT ON , CA Ll FORN l A 
TELE P HONE 4-940 1 
July 23, 19.52 
Mr . E. R. Oliver, Vice-President--Traffic 
Southern Ra ilway Sys tem 
Washington 13, D.C. 
Dear Sir:· 
During the past six veeks the Franc M. Wilson Company has 
shipped four test l oads of canned g oods from Stockton, California 
to transcontinental dest i nations. Thes e loads were shinned in the 
V'/e s tern Pacific Railroad Company 1 s new 11 Compartmentizer~ Equirr:Jed11 
box cars, manufa c t ured by the Pullman- Standard Car Company, Chicago, 
Illinois. As you may kno~ , this new t~~e of car contains two sets 
of movable steel gates which can b e locked into place at arious 
points throughout the car , thus providing solid bulkheads and divid-
ing the car into t h ree compartmenta. 
The results of these tests were most gratifying . Not ~ sinp;le 
case was damaged in any~ of these cars. The enthusiastic letters 
from the cons i s:me es, copies of which are-attached, tell the whole 
story. Each load a rrived at dest inati on with load in perfect con-
dition, and the fact that two cars stopped in transit to partially 
unload (damage in stop over cars is generally heavier than in 
straight cars ) makes this record all t h e more remarkable. 
The Wes tern Pacific Rai l road Company and tl1e Ful l man- Stannard 
Car Company are to be congratulated .for taking t h i s step forward in 
claim. prevention by placing this ty-pe o f car in service. They h a ve 
proved that the problem of damage in rail cars, costing the naJ_on 
milli ons of' dollars annually, can be solved. 
It is high time , in our opinion, that t h e railroads do some -
thing in the way of puttino; into service some type of specially 
equipped cars which will brine; about a reductiol'l in excess ve 
damaee claims. Recently, through educational programs sponsored 
by t he Association of American Railroads and t:r :0ro~rg_ms which the 
Jluly ?3, 1952 
Mr E . R OlivAr 
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a ~roads ind vidually hRve nstitute , the rai roads have een tr -
ing to edu,ate shippers as to the prope r me thods of load ng car • 
Th s s proper, because the shipper~ of course, has re pon b 1 ty 
i~ seeing to t that cars are loaded rorrectly, nd w thout doubt, 
these Eiducat onal pro-.....rams have accor.1pli hed their purpose in e im-
tnRting a ereat deal of damage because of poor loading . But, s r 
n the canned goods i ci.ustry well "know, " shlppet> education' is not 
the complete answer, for even thongh we load cars properly , upple -
~erting care ful loading with steel strapping , spec 4 al load ~'--' pa~er 
and ot1er types of expensive racing, damaee i st 11 exce<1 VA n 
fRr too many cars. For> examp e: j u::Jt re ently we hipped a c r or 
cAnned [.!;Oods to :9etroit, F'ich _rran , loqning it carefully us ' 71g the 
Bone ed Bloc~{ Syster:1 of t eking the cases, as recommended by the 
Associa ion of AmericB.n RaJ..lroa s 'Tie al o use<'t the " Fibreen /let od 
of Unit zed Loadinc;" in which th zoo< ~ in the ends of the cRr v,rere 
protected by spec al l oading pB.per. In spite of our prec tt ' ons, 
th:i s car arrive at s in'1 tion i th < 3 ca es amaged . 
S1rveyR made for the purpose of reternini ~the cRuses d m~~e 
h8ve Euorm th t t e h _s:1est per0entq_ge of damage s caused b-:,r lo is 
s ifting due to rough handling received in transit. Therefore, the 
r::t.lroq.-s bqve the re.pons ' b ' lity of e-tther eliminat ng rouzh hanrl-
ing of cars in tran it or, f iltn~ t' is 3 o provtdine speciql equip-
ment wbi ch w·:i 1.1 protect goods in cars regardles of the type of 
handling the cars receive . Now, we 8re aware of the impossible ' ob 
the r a lro ds have in tryi~g to police the tho usands of miles of 
track and switching yards throughou.t the country in order to revent 
rough handlin~ of cars . Therefore, we consider t imper"tive that 
other railroads f ollow the ste s of the Western Pac fie Railroad 
Company and plqce n service some of these 11 Compar tmentizer E u pped 1 
Cars :r some other type of specially equ pped cars. 
Mqy we urge you to give y our earnest c onsiderat o n t o the follow-
ing advantages which will accrue to yonr ailroad, shoul you de ide 
to furnish sh ppe r s wi th some of these c rs: 
1. 1\JCREASED 3USINESS DUE TO CUS'ro~~~R SA TISFA.CTIOJ'T : Already the 
Western acific Railroad Company is enjoy ng a substant i al i ncrease 
in business fr om our a c count , not only t hrough use of' the 11 Compart -
mentizer Eq u1ppecl 11 cars but throurrh fl.dcU tiona l hauls on ord i nary 
cars routed their v a:r because o the :;ood vd l l generated throuzh t_ e 
use of these special cars . The i mp ortance of this po i nt cannot be 
ove re stimated . 
2 . Hi?er Re yenue and Profits Per Car : These cars may be used not 
only in sh_' ~pin::; canned goods but numerous other c ommod i tles as well. 
ThuE", because of the low damage rate and the r esul tant hi:= dl3r.1Rn 
for these cars , they wil l be in continuous s ervice, result ng in n-
creased revenue and p r o f its per car mile of operation. 
~Tuly 23, 1952. 
~r. E . R. Oliver 
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3. VirtuAl El . m na ion of D8mage Claim : This wi l l enabL .. you to 
reta · n larger portion of the revenue from each movement of each 
car because of the reduction n damage claims pa d. The ost o 
claim invest:gation and re ord keeping wi l l also be reduced. 
We earnestly sol i cit your considerat ion of the forego ng, and 
woulcl ar>prec::_ate an acknowledgement of thi:::~ letter containing your 
comrnents and advis ng what action you are t aking on this matter. 
JG:bu 
Enc. 
Await i ng your reply, we rema n, 
Very sincerely yours, 
Ti'RAHT\ H. WILSON cm~Pl~J·fY 
John Gourl~y 
Traffic Manager 
for som.t time but have not as yet come to any 
conclusion. Your experience appears to have 
been very satisfactory and will add favorably 
to our studies. 11 * 
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Or, as Mr. H. L. Schaeffer of t h e Missou:d Pacific Lines closes 
h is letter: 
"I have w r itten Mr. Poulterer asking him for 
detailed information regarding experience of 
the Western Pacific on 11 Compartmentizern 
equipment and I assure you we will give the 
subject very careful consideration. 1t ** 
It is in this way that the small shippers can influence t h e 
p urchasin g policies of large railroads • . 
*Lette r f r om Mr. Von Wilter to Mr . Gourley, d ated August 1, 1952. 
**Lette r dated A u gust 8, 1953, File: B-7169. 
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I . 
II. THE GENERAL AMERICAN-EVANS DAMAGE-FREE BOX CAR 
The General American-Evans Company of Chicago and Detroit 
is a division of the General American Transportation Corporation. 
This Company builds many . and vary~ng pieces of equipmant for the 
American railroads. One of these pieces of equipment is the GAEX-
DF damage-free box car which is leased to the railroad companies.# 
A. Description 
The GAEX-DF car is a specially built and specially equipped 
box car constructed around the Evans DF loader equipment and has been 
in operation a comparatively short while. It is particularly adapted to 
the movements of pallet loads, drums, crates, cartons, and pails where 
compartments of different sizes and shapes may be most .suitable. 
The GAEX car is 9r-zu wide, 10r-611 high, 50 1-6" long and 
has a 4872 c;::ubic foot capacity. The doors are eight feet wide which 
facilitates the use of lift trucks in loading as such trucks can drive into 
the cars. The GAEX car has special loading equipment, special trucks, 
a special Duryea cushion underframe, and is more heavily reinforced 
than any other box car. The DF equipment is built-in on this specially 
constructed box car. There are eight damage free perforated angle-
irons on either side of the inside w 'alls. running the length of the car 
#The General American-Evans Company is establishing special box 
car fleets comparable to the tank car and refrigerator car fleets. 
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but broken by the doorways. These perforations, about 3/4 inch in 
diameter, are one inch apart (12 holes per foot) so that cross-
members can be easily inserted next to the load thus insuring a 
snug fit. The angle-irons are spaced somewhat over ?- foot apart 
into the box car walls and run parallel to the floor. The object of 
. . 
these irons is to provide support for the cross-members which are 
-inserted in corresponding perforations on either side. The walls 
between the angle-irons are. paneled with wood lining and the ends 
of the car are also lined with wood. 
B. - Special Equipment 
Each car comes equipped with 10 bulkheads, 10 deck 
boards, 8 doorway members, and from 24 to 63 cross-members. 
These are usually located in one end <;>f the empty box car in an 
inclosed compartment built by bracing one bulkhead with eross-
members and placing all loose equipment in back of this bulkhead. 
1. Bulkheads. The bulkheads are re-enforced boards 
about one and one-half foot high and almost nine feet wide. They lay 
edge-ways on the floor holding solid everything in back of them. Thus, 
they fo rm the mobile fourth wall of the rectangular packing box#. 
2. Deck Boards. The deck boards are four-inch planks 
nailed to three two-by-four s and resemble pallets except that they 
#The box car sides form two walls while the box car end o r anothe r 
bulkhead forms the third side. 
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are larger than regular pallets. T hese deck boards are nine feet 
long and f.ive feet wide so that two of them placed on e on top of the 
other are enough to completely close off an end of the car. The 
deck boards may be used as bulkheads, as covers to protect the top 
of the merchandise, o r as floors in conjunc~ion with the cross-
members. Deck boards are especially adaptable to light loads such 
as past ry movements where vertical separations are as important 
as the JJ.engthwise separation~. Light cardboard cartons crush unde r 
their own weight if they a r e loaded heavily. Cross-members are 
inserted as floor joist and the deck boards are placed on these 
supports thus p;roviding additional floors. In this manner, as many 
as seven individual and separate floors can be built within t h ese cars. 
3. Door way Membe rs . Doorway members are steel 
beams eight feet long and are used as extensions of the perforated 
side angle-irons. These members are equipped with handy fastenors 
t:p.at lock securely in place in the door openings so that loads may 
be sturdily sup ported even in the middle of the car. In this way 
the perforated side angle-irons extend the full 50t-6" of the GAEX. 
T he door r e a dily slides closed alongside these doorway members as 
they are located inside the doorway. 
4. Cross-Members. The cross=members provide the 
support and are essentially what make the GAEX car damage -free. 
These cross-members are "Z" bars of alloy steel and are further 
strength ened by timbers bolted on each side of the "Z" bar. They 
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are equipped with an expansion head on either end. The head of the 
cross-member has two lugs whl'Ch drop into alternate holes along the 
angle-iron belt. A trigger arrangement clamps tightly against the belt 
and holds t h e head in position. Thus, at any one of eight heights and at 
hundreds of horizontal positions, the load may be tightly cinched. WP.en 
a load i s completed, the cross-membe r s are placed at the desired 
height, both ends resting on corresp onding side irons, and pushed up 
snugly against the load where they are locked in place. 
C. Operation 
By using the above four pieces of equipment in connection 
with the side irons in the manner described in the preceeding section, 
t h e GAEX-DF car may be used as a one compartment car (in which case 
the DF equipment is stored high on a platform built with a deck board 
a s floo r ing, one bulkhead as an end, and with cross-members as supports) 
or the GA~X-DF car can be divided into numerous compartments of 
combinations of hundreds of sizes. 
The load capacity of the GAEX car is 100,000 pounds although 
it is sometimes loa ded heavier. Because of the easy compartmen taliza-
tion o r sectionizing of the interio r , varied and diversified products can 
be transported simultaneously. A typical mixed load is enamel s t oves 
and refrigerators. One such load con sisted of 83 refrigerators, 8 wash-
ing machines and 7 stoves.* Drums, pails, canned goods, etc. could all 
*dAE'X Operations Manual, C-8-51--lOM, Chicago 90, p . 36. 
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be carried at the same time. It is suggested, for most products, that 
the load be split into five sections so as to divide the impact stresses. 
Furthermore, the load should be distributed fairly evenly over the 
floor. That is, the two heaviest commodities would occupy the ends of 
the car while lighter articles would be placed nearer the center, or 
vice versa, depending on the amount and weight of the materials being 
loaded. the location of the consignees, etc. But the load should not 
all be p laced in one end. 
Canned goods of various sizes weight about the same per 
cubic foot of space and can usually be stacked to equal heights even 
when one compartment does not contain as many cases as another com-
partment. One order of 100 cases could be stacked 6 x 6 x 6 with the 
remaining four cases held in place on top by two cross-members. An-
other order of 200 cases would still be stacked only six cases high. 
\ 
As nearly as is possible, the loads are divided into five separate com= 
partments. Large orders are split so as to reduce the mass weight shocks. 
D. Manner Discovered 
The introduction of the GAEX-DF box car to Wilsonls traffic 
department came as a direct result of the correspondence between Mr. 
Gourley and the traffic dep artment heads of all the major railroads. His 
letter, page 27, was mailed to all railroads informing them of his results 
with the Compartmentize'r and attached coppies of letters from consignors 
of these cars were forwarded. 
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Although many of these department heads had not heard 
of the Compartmentizer and few admitted knowing much, about them, 
almost all mentioned the GAEX car. Some of the railroads s<;tid they 
had purchased damage-free cars or leased GAEX-DF cars and 
suggest ed that Wilson give them a try. 
E. Results Obtained by the GAEX-DF Box Car 
As there are more damage-free type cars in operation than 
compartmentizer type, they are relatively easier to obtain. Wilson's 
secured a number of these cars to make tests comparable with those 
using t h e Compartmentizer and the results again were quite satisfactory. 
The first test consisted of twelve cars# containing loads of canned g ods 
ranging from 65,000 lbs. to 115,000 lbs. in weight. All were shipped to 
trans-continental destinations and all but three cars made either one or 
two stops in transit to partially unload. Of these twelve cars, only two 
cases were damaged. The Outturn Report -on page 37 shows the number 
of cases shipped and the amount of damage incurred. Moreover, although 
loss and pilferage claims in stop car shipments are frequently experienced, 
there was not a single case lost or pilfered out of any one of the twelve 
carloads. Unlike the Compartmentizer which seals off other orders 
within the car, the GAEX and DF cars expose the entire load to every 
consignee. All that is necessary to free any case for pilferage is to 
#Eight of these cars were GAEX-DF and four were standard cars 
equipped with the DF loader. 
CAR 
GAEX 110000 
GAEX 108oo5 
GAEX 109007 
-liSP 81716 
GAEX 1963 
G.AEX 110000 
EP 81683 
oMSP 81894 
GAEX ll0008 
tiSP 81,16 
GAl!lX 108012 
FRA.NK M. WD.SON COMPANY 
OU'l'.I!URN REPORTS ON GAEX BOX: CARS LOADED WITH 
CANNED GOODS 
NO. 
CASES DESTINATION 
1250 Durhmn, . N.C ./Dillon, S.C. 
1550 Hopkins/Minneapolis, Miun.. 
1375 East Lansiug, Mich. 
2250 Grand Is land/NorfoU./ 
Omella, Neb. 
2500 Omaha, Neb./St. Louis, Mo. 
1590 Detroi t/Feruda1e/Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 
13ll San Antonio/Corpus Christi, Texas 
1490 Chicago, Ill. 
1630 Huntington/Charleston, W.Va. 
1620 Louisville, ~. 
2470 Detroi t/Ferudale, Mich. 
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ourrtmN REPORT 
No Damage 
Or Shortage 
No Damage 
Or Shortage 
No Damage 
Or Shortage 
No Damage 
Or Shortage 
One Cue 
In Bad Order 
At st. Louie 
NoD-s-
Or Shortage 
No Dame.ge 
Or Shortage 
No Damage 
Or Shortage 
No Damap 
Or Shortap 
No Damage 
Or Shortap 
No Damase 
Or S'b.ortap 
GAEX 108o30 1350 Columbia, S.C./Greensboro/Durham, N.C. OUe Cue In 
Bad Order 
At Green~~boro 
*SOOI'BERN PACD'IC COMPANY CARS. EQUIPPED WITH DF LOADING DEVICE. 
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release the cross-member supports. It appears this additional 
. 
effurt is enough to reduce pilferin~. Mr. Gourley computed the 
damage to be· only 83¢ worth per car while the national average of 
freight . claims paid for damaged canne.d goods is about $15.00 per car. 
These c~rs were shipped o~t previous to' September 26, 
19 52, ap.d about as many again Vl{ere utilized throughout the remainder 
of that year.# 
Letters again were sent out by Mr. Gourley to the consign-
ors asking that they report the condition of these goods upon arrival. 
The letters on pages 39 to· 43 are part of the response to these shipments. 
As far as damage is concerned, the Wilson Company 
considers the GAEX cars far superior to common box cars. But 
the warehouse department complains about the extra pieces of equip-
ment that must be carried back and forth and about the amount of 
time that must be spent in fastening this equipment. It takes as 
long to load a GAEX car as it does to load and brace a common box 
car. However, the results obtained from the GAEX-DF are consider-
ably better. 
#During the winter months .. the GAEX-DF cars were used for shipment 
via the southern route only as difficult-to-load refrigerator cars must 
be used on northern routes to prevent the product from freezing. The 
new GAEX cars being built will be insulated to prevent freezing. 
Eventually this newer equipment will be available for year-round use. 
At this time there are more GAEX cars being used during the summer 
months. 
ASU:SEN COMPANY 
509 WASHINGTON AVE. SO. 
MINNEAPOLIS 15 I MINN. 
Mr. John Gourley, T.M. 
Frank M. Wilson Company 
Stocktou, Callforriia 
Dear John: 
August 18, 1952 
RE: Car GAEX l08oo5 
The car at canned goods to which you referred in your 
l.etter of July 2l.st, arrived yesterday and· has nov been 
unloaded at our warehouse. 
The writer personall.y inspected this ear upou arrival. and found 
the contents to be in exeell.ent eondi tion in every respect. 
Fran the way this canned goods was braced w1 th the new equip-
ment, it looked to us l.1ke there would be practically no · 
chance at all of any damage in transit. We wOUld certainly 
wel.cane very much, the use of tb.e.se cars, as it woul.d el.imi-
nate most of our headaches caused by arrival of damaged 
canned goods. 
We will be interested in. knowing whet her you will continue 
using this type at equipment and thanks very much for your 
cooperation. · 
Yours very trul.y, 
To Ao COllant 
Manager Grocery Dept. 
TAC:a 
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DURHAM BONDED WAREHOUSE LESSEE 
East Pettigrew St. At Ellis Road 
P. O. Bax 128, East Durham Station 
Telephone 9-4133 
Durham, North Carolina 
5th August 1952. 
Frault M. Wil.son Company, 
Stookton, Calltornia 
Attention: Mr. Jolm Gourley. 
! 
Subject: fut. turn report on car GAEX 110000 
Gentlemen: .. 
In reply to your request ot Ju;ly 18th as to 
the ccmdition on arrival of the merehaudise in abOV'e 
mentioned car we are pleased to adVise this stop-off 
ear a.rri ved in excellent eondi tion. No shifting and 
no damage. Both .ends ot the car appeared as tho they 
had just been loaded and the ear doors closed without -
the ear being moved. 
. Very truly yours, 
T. A. Ricks 
MANAGER ' 
TAR:R 
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NATIONAL TEA CO. 
Excelsior Ave. & Interlachen Road 
Hopkins 1 Minnesota 
August 131 1952 
Mr. John Gourley, Traffic Manager 
Frank M. Wilson Company 
Waterloo Road at Harding Way 
Stockton, California 
Dear Sir: 
Replying to your letter of J'Uly 31 in which you 
requested a report of the condition upon arrival. of the lading in 
ear GAEX lo88o5. 
This car worked out very well. There was no shift 
whatsoever and no daJDage in our portion of the load. The Aslesen 
portion appeared to be in equa.ll.y good condition. The G.AEX .is a 
good ear and gives every indication of being the answer for stop-
over shipments partieula.rly. 
F.m:cb 
. Yours truly, 
Frank E. Tice 
Tra.:f'fie Manager 
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FROZEN FOOD INC. 
AND EQu:IP14EN.r COMPANY 
DILLON, SOU.r:R CAROLINA 
August 1.41 1952 
Mr. John Gourley 
Frank M. Wi:lson CCID,Pauy 
Waterloo Rd. at Rarding Way 
Stockton, California 
Dear Mr. Gourley: 
We apol.ogize for the del.ay in answering your letter of 
July lBth about the ccmdition of Car GAEX llOOOO. This car 
was only ulll.oa.ded in Dillon on Saturday, August 9th. Every 
case was in perfect condition. There was not the first sign 
at a case which had been broken open. This method of -shipping 
is certainly an ilqprovement over the old type. We certainly 
hope that eventual.l.y all merchandise shipped in box cars will 
be packed in a similar manner. 
Very truly yours, 
FROZEN FOOD & EQUIPMEN:r -COMPANY 1 INC. 
Roy Werner 
RW/vmm. 
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THE UIBY-TAIJmRT 
COMPANY WHOLI!BALE GROCERS 
GRAND lBLAND, NEBRASKA • PHONE 55 
· October 23, 1952 
Frank M. Wilson Co. 
· WaterlQo Road at Harting Way 
Stockton, Calif'ornia 
Attention: Mr. Gourl.ey 
Dear Mr. Gourley: 
In answer of yours of October 11 rela-
tive condition of car SP 81716. Upon ar-
rival here beg to advise that the portabl.e 
bulJt.,heads,. appa:rentl.y, did their work very 
nicely., 
The ca:r was in perfect condition, and 
with these bullt-heads it was unnecessary to 
do any setting down or leveling off afteT re-
moving our portion of the car . 
We believe this uew equipment Will save 
the transportation cCJDpan:tes a lot of claili:ls, 
and the consignees a lot of griefo 
·, 
LFK:WG 
Yours very truly, 
Leo F .. Kir•n 
Exec~tive Vice President 
\ . 
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COST TO THE CARRIER* 
Introduction 
Extremely new and radically different equipment can be 
introduced periodicC~;lly by railroads if that were their only purpose. 
However, no carrier will adopt an~ new equipment unless the savings 
in damage payments artdor the increased new busine~s resulting there-
· from is greater than the annual amortization of t h is additional investrne nt. 
There is, esp ecially to the introducing carrie r , a risk 
i nvolved as regards moneys spent ve r sus money saved. No one 
should ask for absolute certainties before investing his money. New 
railroad equipmen t may be an immediate success, a success over a 
long period of time, or a complete failure. ·The purchase of additional 
equipmen t of a like or similar nature by the inaugurating carrier 
a n d by competitive carriers is a fair indication of results or expected 
results of a given piece of equip ment. 
Cost of Equipment 
VVhen a carrier purchases a standard box car, he must pay 
$ 6,200 for a 40 foot box car and$ 6,500 for the standa-rd 50 foot car. 
*All factual material in this section regarding the Comp artmentizer 
comes from letters from Mr. M. M. Christy, Executive Assistant, 
letter dated April 29, 1953, File 413, and from Mr. E. E. Gleason, 
Chief Mechanical Officer, letter dated April 22, 1953, File D-413.014.1, 
both officers of the Western Pacific Railroad Company. The First 
Yearl s Results is a copy from the letter of Mr. Christy. 
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The estimated life span pf the standard box car is 30 
years. Therefore, the depreciation of this car is between $207 and 
$217 yearly. TJ:e Compartmentizer car, the GAEX-DF car, and the 
standard box car with "DF" equipment each have a life expectancy of 
30 years for. the basic box car. 
The cost of the Compartmentizer car without gates and 
fixtures is $6,200. Gates and fixtures installed cost $2,500# making a 
total cost of $8,700 for the complete Compartmentizer equipped box car. 
There are no figures available as to the life of Compartmen-
tizer or D-F loader equipment but the estimated annual fixed charges on 
Compartmentizer gates and fixtures (depreciation, interest, insurance, 
and taxes) is $155.00. Thus, the estimated life expectancy of the Com-
partmentizer equipment is approximately 30 years. 
If pro-rated over a period of 30 years, the annual deprecia-
tion of the equipped Compartmentizer is $290, a cost of $83 per year 
if compa.red to the $207 ~epreciation of the common car. There is the 
additional cost of interest, insurances, taxes, and the cost· of policing 
or controling these specialized cars. 
Similar figures and estimates for the GAEX-DF car manu-
factured by the General American-Evans Company, 135 South Lasalle 
Street, Chicago, and the DF equipment for standard box cars which 
#This cost of gates and fixtures installed applies to a 20-car order. 
Unit costs on 1, 10, 25, and 50 car orders are not available. 
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is manufactured by the Evans Products Company of Plymouth, Michigan, 
are not available. Magazine articles indicate the D-F loader equip-
ment costs $1800. Although its construction is more rigid than a 
common box car, a GAEX car is expected to wear out in 30 years. 
The m inimum depreciation therefore is $267 per year. 
Since the GAEX car is not for sale, the railroad is not 
bothered by depreciation costs. A flat rate of $125 per month is 
charged the leasing road and it, in turn, charges a rate of 6 mills 
per mile while the car is on another line. (Privately-owned tank 
cars take mileage rates o.f li to 2 cents while the rate on refrige-
rator cars is 3 c .ents.) At a rate of 6 mills per mile, the GAEX 
must average 20,833 miles per month in order for the leasing railroad 
to break even. Instead, a specialized car only travels 3,840 miles 
per month (Infra nFirst Yearts Results", page 50). The Association 
of American Railroads suggests that a regular per diem rate of $1.75 
be charged the railroad using the leasor 1 s equipment.* This would 
return $ 52.50 per month to the leasing railroad as compared to only 
$ 23.04 under the 6 mill system. Also, ICC might permit a higher 
rental of 2 or 3 c:ents per mile which would return a more reasonabl e 
amount to the leasing road. Although the leasing railroad pays $1 25 
per month for a GAEX lease and permits the car to run over other lines 
at a return of but $ 23 per month, full page advertisements appeared on 
*"'GAEX-DF1 Car Called 1Natural1 for War Freighttt, Railway Age, 
February 12, 1951, p. 128. 
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Januar y 30, 1951, in Washington D. C. newspapers stating that the GAEX-
DF cars earned up to $2,192 per month,* a revenue over 17 times greater 
than the monthly cost of the car to the leasing railroad. 
Problems in Comparison of Sp ecialized Equipment 
When comparing the Compartmentizer car or the GAEX-
DF car with a standard box car, it should be borne in mind that 
unlike lfanimals" are being compared. The Compartmentizer and 
GAEX-DF cars are "Controlled" cars, that is, each load for these 
cars is set up in advance of a car1 s arrival, thus reducing to a 
minimum the idle time or empty mileage of such a car. 
This control is accomplished through the efforts of the 
originating railroad1 s agents throughout the country who keep a close 
check on such cars while the cars are in their particular territory. 
The standard box car does not receive such special handling. 
Advantages to !!::._.Carrier 
There are many advantages in operating specialized equip-
ment. The shipping public is reminded of the railroadfs business and 
invariably it discusses with other shippers the merits of the railroad 
and its new equip ment. Much free publicity is given to new equipment 
and to the railroad handling it so that the railroad acquires the reputation 
of being a progressive, modern, a1;1d pioneering line. In the case of the 
*Ibid. 
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Compartmentizer and the DF equipped cars, one of the main reasons 
for the railroads purchase of this equipment has been an effort to 
reduce the costs to the shipper of handling freight and to reduce the 
damage claims to that freight. 
Mr. M. M. Christy, Executive Assistant of the Western 
Pacific Company in San Francisco, in answer to a series of specific 
queries, answered that estimates of the annual savings in freight claim 
payments du:e to Compartmentizers i.s not available. However, various 
estimates have been made as to p e r centage savings. Damage claims 
for the Compartmentizer are estimated from 70o/o# to 90%* less in 
these cars as comp ared _to standard cars. 
Mr. Christy goes on to say: 
"Western Pacific management did not attempt 
. to justify the purchase of Compartmentizers 
sc l ely on the basis of reductions in claim 
payments. Considered eq ~ :::. lly, if not more, 
imp ortant are the fa c tors of increased 
business from shippers using the cars, and 
the overall public relations value of the cars."** 
The reduced costs of handling freight, an advantage to the 
shipper, is likewise an advantage to the carrier. The savings of up to 
$ 40 per car as compared with the usual method of blocking and strapping*** 
#Infra Compartmentizer Cars - First Year1 s Results, p. 50. 
*"Another 20 Compartmentizer Cars", Railway Age, November 17, 1952, 
p. 58. 
**Letter dated April 29, 1953, File 413. 
***Loc. Cit., Railway Age, November 17, 1952, p. 58. 
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represents as much as 90o/o dunnage savings. This saving to the 
shipper results in more demand for these cars by the shipper. 
Likewise, the ease and speed with which the . Compartmentizer can 
be loaded and unloaded is an asset to the carrier. 
Another proven advantage of the Compartmentizer has 
been that the average gross revenues per car per year were approx-
imately 35 percent greater for the Compartmentizer cars than for 
standard box cars handling the same or similar commodities. 
Compartmentizer car revenues were higher primarily because of a 
57 percent longer average haul, however, and not necessarily because 
of higher loadings per car. Full statistics of the average haul--
miles, weight, loadings, etc.--of the Compartmentizer car is shown 
on pages 50 and 51 in "First Years Results." 
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THE WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY 
COMPAR TMENTIZER CARS - FIRST YEARtS RESULTS 
Service Record 
The first 20 Gompartmentizer cars were placed in 
service by Western Pacific in December, 1951. (In January, 1953, 
the number in service was increased to 40). During the first year 
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of operation, the original 20 cars were running almost exclusively 
in transcontinental service between Northern California points and 
points in the mid-West and East moving loaded in both directions. 
The traffic handled in these cars consisted of highly rated manu-
factures and miscellaneous commodities which normally are subject 
to· damage while in transit, such as, television sets, canned goods, 
electrical appliances, food products in packages, household goods 
and beverages. Service statistics for these cars during 1952 were 
as follows: 
Traffic Results 
Number of cars operated. • • 20 
Total loads handled • • • . 40 0 
20 Average loads per car • 
Average turnaround •••••• 
Miles per roundtrip •••• 
Miles per car day. • • 
37 days 
• 4' 734 
Average haul (W .P .R.R.) ••.•. 
Ratio of loaded to total car-
miles (Estimated) ••••••• 
Average tons per car •••• 
128 
810 miles 
95% 
23.5 
Compartmentizer cars have attracted new business to the 
Western Pacific as well as having effected substantial reductions in 
damage claims and shippers 1 dunnage costs. It is estimated that 
damage claims on traffic moving in these cars have been reduced 
70% and shippert s dunnage costs, 90%. Shipper acceptance of these 
cars has been most gratifying, the demand being constantly in excess 
of the supply. 
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Mechanical Results 
When Western Pacific ordered its Compartmentizer cars 
it was recognized that some minor design details were unproven in 
rail service, and that some m odifications might be necessary as 
additional experience was obtained. A number of minor improve-
m e nts have been made to the cars since they were first received. 
T hese modifications were developed jointly by Western Pacific and 
Pullman-Standard, and have been incorporated in the latest Compart-
mentizers produced. All major design features of the Compartment-
izer have proven mechanically and operationally sound in service. 
Repairs to Compartmentizer gates and fixtures (excluding 
repairs to the car proper} consumed an average of 25 man-hours 
p er car during the year 1952, and such repairs were largely minor 
design modifications. Damage repairs to the gates and fixtures have 
been slight. 
OFFICE of the PRESIDENT 
San Francisco, California 
March 19, 1953 (DLL) 
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SUMMARY 
To date, the Compartmentizer equipped ·and the General 
American-Evans Damage-Free box cars are the only two specially 
equip ped cars used by the Frank M. Wilson Company, Inc. Excellent 
results were obtained from both cars. Whenever such: cars are 
available and the consignee is neither in nor on the other side of a 
freezing area, these cars will be used. Satisfaction deri~ed from 
these innovations guarantee that newer equipment, if and whenever it 
becomes available, will be warmly received and tried by ~he W~lson 
Traffic Department • 
. ,
Advantages and Disadvantages 
1. The Western Pacific Compartmentizer Equipped Box Car, 
The advantages of the Compartmentizer car lies in the ease and speed 
with which it can be loaded. There is nothing to be remove d from the 
car before it can be loaded. Loads do not have to be figured too 
closely beforehand to make sure that the height of each shipment or 
compartment is the same as each of the other compartments. The 
huge steel gates prevent the slipping, sliding, and falling of the top 
cartons of loads of varying heights which tend to equalize otherwise. 
When one section or compartment is loaded, the gates can be quickly 
and easily closed in a matter of minutes. The whole car can be 
divided into three separate compartments, even if the entire load is 
for one consignee, which practically eliminates tlie weight mass force 
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that is present in ordinary one=compartment box cars. Car seals 
can be applied to any one of the four gates thus sealing that com-
p artment' s goods from any threat of pilferage. It is impossible to 
get behing one of these gates without first breaking the car seal.. 
Any damage to goods is practically eliminated with the Compartmen-
tizer and dunnage material is almost negligible. 
The disadvantages of the Compartmentizer are important 
but are easy, although costly, to eliminate. One disadvantage is' the 
lack of insulation against extreme temperatures and another is the 
short supply of these cars. To the writers knowledge, there are no 
plans at present to insulate these cars in the near future. If the 
Compartmentizer were available in both an insulated and :t;egular 
type, the Wilsqn Company would utilize these cars exclusively. An 
open order stands for any that may come into this area but in the 
first six months after testing these cars, only a half-dozen more have 
been available. This is not due, in any degree, to relations between 
the Western Pacific and the Wilson Company. Friendly relations are 
at their zenith between these two companies. The plain fac't is this: 
More of these cars must be placed in • operation if anyone is to derive 
much good from them. 
2. The General American-Evans Company Damage-Free 
Box Car. The advantages of the GAEX -DF are . somewhat siJ:nilar to 
those of the Compartmentizer. The cost of dunnage material is 
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complete! y eliminated- -providing the car contains a full set of damage 
free equipment. The damage to goods in transit is insignificant . . 
E~perience has shown that pilferage is reduced. The weight mass 
force can be divided into almost any size de sired. There are an 
almost infinite number of compartments of varying sizes that can be 
made. Cross-members can be fitted closer to the shipment than in 
the Compartmentizer by as much as two inches. The bracing material 
(cross-Members} can be fitted into stair-case supports as against 
the Compartmentizert s flat perpendicular gates. Loose cartons that 
are stacked on top of a solid load can be quickly locked in place by 
placing one cross -member on either side of the loose cartons. This 
cuts out the use of extra bracing material. The sturdy floor and 
frame and the eight feet wide doors facilitate the loading process. 
Lift trucks can bring pallets to either end of the car. This saves 
the workers from double handling of cases where one man picks up 
the case, sits it on rollers, pushes it to another man who picks up 
the case and stacks it. 
The most significant advantage and the one inducing the 
Wilson Company to use the GAEX-DF more often is the number of 
s.uch cars in operation. The availability of these cars, coupled with 
the fact that they are much better than regular box cars, give them 
a predominant advantage at this time. As the Compartmentizer and 
newer equipment becomes available in larger numbers, the GAEX -DF 
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will not retain -this advantage. During the last few months of 1952, 
more than twenty DF equipp ed cars were loaded and shipped by the 
Wilson Company. 
The disadvantage of the GAEX-DF car for the products 
of the Wilson Company must be compared to the Compartmentizer or 
other specially equipped box cars. In such a compa:dson, the GAEX 
requires more time to load. Bulkheads, deck boards, cross-members, 
and doorway members must be fit individually and separately into 
their respective places. This requires additional time because there 
are so many different pieces. When both ends of the car are being 
loaded, all the damage-free equipment must be carrieS. out to the 
loading dock and stacked. Tken it is carried back into the car one 
piece at a time as it is needed. When the GAEX is unloaded, the 
DF equipment must be re-stacked in an enclosed compartment made 
up within the car. Some men complain that this equipment is heavy 
and bulky. 
Another disadvantage, like that of the Compartmentizer, 
is the limited quantities of Damage-Free cars available. True, there 
are hundreds of them in operation,# but the demand is heavy from all 
industries that can profitably use them. Many industries are more 
favorable to their use than canneries as they are ideally suited for 
#The GAEX-DF car, a box car specifically built around the Evans D-F 
Loader, comprises but a ;fraction of the total number of damage-free 
equipped cars which have the Evans Loader installed. Yet, all the Dam-
age-Free cars combined total only a few hundred cars. 
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some p roducts where the Compartm entizer is no better than regular 
box cars. Another disadvantage that will some day be eliminated is 
the danger of canned goods freezing during the winter months. The 
GAE Comp any is insulating some of these cars for test purp oses now. 
Some merchandise is unsuit able for these specialized cars. 
Animal hides and some other commodities will contaminate the car. 
Heavy machinery cannot be stacked and will place an uneven strain 
on the gates or D-F equipment. Tin plate, casting pipe, bar and 
plate steel, and railroad wheels* are generally too heavy per unit of 
space occupied for satisfactory shipment in these types of car. These, 
h owever, are basic limitations and are not applicable to canned goods. 
Conclusions 
The types of equipment discussed in this pap er is, at the 
present time, new to the industry. They are very new to the Frank 
M. Wilson Company. The year of 1952 witnessed the first use made 
by this Company of any comparable special equipment. Because of 
the excellent results obtained from their use, there will be no rest 
until this equipment becomes far more plentiful. Letters informing 
and encouraging railroad companies of the merits and desirability of 
such cars will continue to be s ent out by the Traffic Department and 
Mr. Gourley. Other shippers and consignees will be inspired to join 
*For equipment d esigned e::s:pecially to transport railroad wheel s see 
uwestern Pacific Wheel Cars", Railway Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineer, May, 1952, p. 67. --
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in this crusade for equipment designed to meet their particular needs. 
In the past, millions of dollars have been paid out for needless and 
wasteful damage. As the railroad s themselves form their own in-
surance companies and pay the cost of damages and the high inves-
tigating expenses, they too will tend to speed the purchase of new 
specially equipped and re-equipped cars. 
In the process of development today, there are newer and 
differing box cars with special equipment to facilitate loading and to 
reduce damages of multiple products. Undoubtedly some of these 
cars w ill prove beneficial to companies such as the Wilson Company 
and Jil?tY perhaps be more versatile. However, in the Compartmen-
tizer car, the Wilson Company believes the acme of perfection has 
been achieved for the movement of canned goods. Newer cars may 
be developed that serve as well but they can serve no better. Man y 
theories have been put forth that the economic growth of a country 
depends on the progress and advancement of her transportation facil-
ities. Single pieces of equipment, adjustable to: meet the complicated 
demands of a diversified shipping public, is indeed an innovation to 
be eagerly awaited. In the meantime, certain segments of the ship-
ping mino·rity must suffer an abuse which they now know could be 
prevent ed. Surely the movement of cased goods will not decrease 
appreciably in volume nor in value during the life of specially equip -
ped box cars that are being built today. 
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Therefore, it is the duty of every shipper, large or small, 
to advocate and press for equipment that has been designed to meet 
his particular requirements. There are many shippers today that 
are content with the railroad equipment presently available to them. 
This segment should remain silent until their situation changes or is 
in danger of changing. Only those shippers who are not satisfied 
with the equipment available to them should complain. However, 
complaints of this nature should be in a constructive manner. The 
shipper should be aware of what is going on, what his needs are, and 
how to best satisfy those needs. In this way, the railroad can deter-
mine where his major discontent lies and take steps to solve his 
problems before they get out of hand. To determine and state the 
problem is often half of the battle. Silence from the satisfied and 
complaints from the dissatisfied offers the most accurate barometer 
for testing public opinion. The success of American railroads and 
of American business depends on this system of checks and balances. 
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